WHAT:

Calling all Instagram photographers! The District wants to see your pics! We're hosting our second annual summer photography contest for photos taken on our sites. Discover what the District has to offer!
HOW TO ENTER:

- Photos must be taken and posted to Instagram between June 15th (Nature Photography Day) and August 19th (World Photography Day).
- Photos must be taken on one of McHenry County Conservation District's sites and trails.
- To enter, participants must follow @DiscoverMCCD on Instagram.
- Photographers must enter their work in any one of four categories by using the corresponding hashtag. The categories are: Earth, Water, Air, and Fire #MCCDEarth #MCCDWater #MCCDAir #MCCDFire
- Photos must also use the hashtag #DiscoverMCCD.
- Participants can enter up to three photos in each category (12 photos total).

JUDGING:

- A committee of District staff members will narrow down the entries to three finalists in each category.
- During the last week in August, finalists' photos will be posted to our Facebook page (facebook.com/DiscoverMCCD).
- Our followers will have a week to vote for their favorites. The photo with the most likes in each category will win!
- The winner in each category will receive a $25 Amazon gift card, and will have their photo featured in an upcoming issue of Landscapes Magazine.
CATEGORIES

Each photo should be entered in only ONE category. The interpretation of each of these categories is up to the photographer. While some photos may fit multiple categories, the photographer must choose the category that fits the photo the best.